RECOMMENDATION TO INCLUDE FUTURE OIL AND GAS DRILLING AND PRODUCTION FACILITIES IN
EXISTING LOCAL COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING PROCESSES
(Recommendation #20)
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Agency or General Assembly: Colorado Oil & Gas Conservation Commission (COGCC)
Description: Proposal to require operator registration with certain Local Government Designees
(“LGD”), and upon the request of a municipal LGD, submission of operational information for the
purpose of incorporating potential oil and gas development into local comprehensive plans. Key
elements of this recommendation include:
1. Beginning on January 1, 2016, all operators registered with the COGCC shall also register with the
LGD of each municipality in which it has current or planned oil and gas operations. Upon the
request of a municipal LGD, the operator shall provide the following information, with a copy to
the COGCC Local Government Liaison (“LGL”):
a. Based on the current business plan of the operator, a good faith estimate of the number of
wells (not including non-operated wells) that such operator intends to drill in the next five years
in the municipal jurisdiction, corresponding to the operator’s internal analysis of reserves
classified as “proved undeveloped” for SEC reporting purposes.
b. A map showing the location of the operator’s existing well sites and related production
facilities; sites for which operator has, or has made application for, COGCC permits; and, sites
identified for development on the operator’s current drilling schedule for which it has not yet
made application for COGCC permits.
The plan provided to the LGD is acknowledged to be subject to change at the operator’s sole
discretion, and shall be updated by the operator if materially altered.
2. The Planning Department of participating municipalities will prepare a comprehensive map of the
potential future drilling and production sites within its jurisdiction, overlaid on the existing
Comprehensive Plan Map.
3. Beginning on July 1, 2016, and upon material alteration, the municipality will provide the
Comprehensive Plan Map, overlaid with future drilling and production sites to each of the registered
operators and to the LGL. On such map, the municipality will identify sites that it considers
compatible with the current and planned future uses of the area; sites where it anticipates minor
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issues to be resolved by negotiation with the operator; and, sites where it anticipates significant
conflicts with current and planned future uses as indicated in the Comprehensive Plan.
4. Disputes between local governments and operators will be resolved through mediation as more
thoroughly described in Recommendation 13b.
Rationale: Local governments throughout the state have complicated and lengthy processes to develop
Comprehensive Plans. The plan ultimately reflects the community’s goals and aspirations in terms of
land development and preservation. The plan guides public policy in terms of transportation, utilities,
land use, open space, recreation and housing.
Oil and gas development is within the purview of the State of Colorado, and long-term planning to the
extent it is performed, is often disjointed and not coordinated with local governments, most acutely in
municipalities. Accordingly, when oil and gas development comes to a municipality, it can result in
conflict with the existing, documented, community goals and aspirations. This proposal is to
recommend the framework which will facilitate incorporation of drilling plans into municipal
comprehensive planning.
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